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Abstract
The accurate measurement of contact interface parameters is of great importance for nonlinear dynamic
response computations since there is a lack of predictive capabilities for such input parameters. Several test
rigs have been developed at different institutions, and a series of measurements published, but their
reliability remains unknown due to a lack of direct comparisons. To somehow address this issue, a RoundRobin test campaign was performed including the high frequency friction rigs of Imperial College London
and Politecnico di Torino. Comparable hysteresis loops were recorded on specimen pairs manufactured from
the same batch of raw stainless steel, for a wide range of test conditions, including varying normal loads,
sliding distances and nominal areas of contact. Measurements from the two rigs were compared to quantify
the level of agreement between the two very different experimental setup, showing a reasonably good
matching in the results, but also highlighting some differences. Results also demonstrated that loading
conditions can strongly affect the contact parameters, and consequently their effect must be included in
future nonlinear dynamic simulations for more reliable predictions.

1

Introduction

In the turbomachinery industry, nonlinear dynamic simulations are required to optimise the design and
prevent failures of high value assemblies with friction, such as turbines in aeroengines [1]. To compute those
simulations, several contact interface parameters are needed as input. However, due to a lack of predictive
capabilities, such parameters need to be accurately measured with purposely designed friction rigs [2-10].
The structural dynamics community has been talking for a long time about comparing contact interface
parameters measured from those friction rigs. The comparison is in fact needed to provide more confidence
in the data sets used for dynamics simulations of assemblies with friction interfaces.
It is known that friction has a heavy impact on dynamic response [11–15], in terms of shifts in frequency,
changes in amplitude and stresses in the structure, which might lead to high cycle fatigue failures of
components. The confidence in the measured contact parameters is therefore of importance for more
accurate dynamic responses predictions, with the aim of optimising the joint performance (more damping,
better repeatability, more robustness), predicting wear, life and the overall nonlinear response of
components.
Most of the data for dynamics simulations come from friction rigs that measure hysteresis loops, which are
the typical load/displacement curves resulting from contacting interfaces in relative oscillating sliding, see
Fig. 1. Such loops are characterised by three regimes, namely the stick regime during the initial phase, the
microslip when part of contact starts sliding and the gross slip regime when all of contact is in sliding [2].
Despite their importance for the prediction accuracy, a lack of comparison of experimental data from the
existing friction rigs prevents the optimisation of the interfaces for better performance. In fact, while most

hysteresis measurements have been performed at low frequencies [16–20], only few rigs provided
measurement data at larger frequencies for dynamics applications [2–7, 21, 22], and a direct comparison
between them has never been attempted. For example, there is no standardized approach, although lots of
different rigs are available. Hence the idea here to compare quite different rigs to see how comparable the
data is, what features are in common and what is different.
A Round-Robin was therefore designed and performed, in which a multitude of comparable hysteresis loops
were measured from the friction rigs of Imperial College London (IC) [2] and Politecnico di Torino (PoliTO)
[3]. This Round-Robin was designed to directly compare data from such different rigs and to get further
insights into the contact behaviour, mapping the contact parameters over a wide range of loading conditions
at relatively high frequencies. Preliminary measurements are shown here, with a focus on the comparison
of the two different friction rigs to understand how their different designs affect the measurements.

Fig. 1. Typical hysteresis loop [23].
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Experimental Setup and Round-Robin Description

The two friction rigs are described in detail in [2] for IC and in [3] for PoliTO, and shown in Figs. 2a and
3a. Although the setup of both rigs is quite different, the general idea behind the measurement is very similar.
Both rigs generate an oscillating sliding motion between two specimens, one moving and one static. The
excitation is harmonic from a shaker, and the relative displacement between the specimens is measured with
laser doppler vibrometers very close to the contact interface, so that the bulk deformation effect is minimum,
and most of the displacement is due to the sole contact interface. The friction force transmitted between the
specimens in contact is measured with dynamic load cells. It is possible to control the relative displacement
up to 0.1µm, thanks to the high accuracy of the laser.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. a) Friction rig at IC; b) IC specimens [2].

a)

b)

Fig. 3. a) Friction rig at PoliTO; b) PoliTO specimens [3].
These rigs present two main design differences:




Contact approach: Self-alignment vs rigid alignment. The PoliTO rig employs a novel selfalignment system of the specimens, so that the contact they can always align ensuring a flat contact.
Instead the IC rig employs a rigid approach, which requires high tolerance interfaces to guarantee a
flat contact.
Contact geometry: one-leg contact vs two-leg contact. Because of the self-aligning system, PoliTO
specimens employ a two-leg contact, as shown in Fig. 3b, while IC rig employs a simpler one patch
contact, as shown in Fig. 2b.

These two design differences led to different measurement challenges, which are described in the result
section. Finally, Table 1 shows a comparison of the operating regimes of the rigs.
Table 1. Operating regimes of the friction rigs.

2.1

IC

PoliTO

Operating frequency

100Hz

175Hz

Displacement amplitude at
the operating frequency

0.5-25µm

0.5-50µm

Nominal contact area

1-25mm2

5-50mm2

Contact pressure

<500MPa

<30MPa

Experimental Plan

A test plan was designed to provide a set of input parameters for the community, to compare the quality of
data, but also to improve the understanding of the fundamental physics of the contact parameters. Values of
friction coefficient and contact stiffness were measured for a wide range of loading conditions, which were
chosen based on the compatibility of the rigs, but also to expand the test range beyond what each rig could
do. In addition, specimens were manufactured from the same batch of raw 304 stainless steel to guarantee
comparability.
The experimental matrix is shown in Fig. 4, and the remaining test conditions are listed in Table 2. For every
loading combination, a new specimen pair was used and run for 2.5 consecutive hrs. Although 4 normal
loads, 4 displacement amplitudes and 4 nominal areas of contact were chosen, there is overlap only for 10
loading combinations (highlighted in red and green in Fig. 4). The reason is that the two rigs could not

always achieve the same extreme loading conditions because of structural limitations, and therefore it was
chosen to keep the central loading values the same and extend the matrix to extreme cases that could only
be investigated by one rig. This allowed to explore a larger experimental space.
The range of nominal areas of contact, from 1mm2 up to 40mm2, was chosen to check for the scalability of
the results, but also to understand what the best way of modelling frictional contacts in dynamics simulations
is (e.g. with small or large contact elements). It is worth mentioning that the two rigs operate at different
excitation frequencies, which result in different average velocities of the specimens. However, it is expected
that the velocity has small effect on the contact parameters compared to the larger variation in the
displacement amplitude.
This large experimental matrix and the completion of all the tests resulted in more than 300hrs of testing,
with more than 100 different specimen pairs used. A huge amount of data has been obtained and here
preliminary results are presented.

Table 2. Test matrix summary.
Material
Type of contact
Temperature
Excitation
Frequency

Stainless Steel 304
Flat-on-flat
Room Temp.
100 Hz (IC)
175 Hz (PoliTO)

Roughness, Ra

0.1 µm

Running time

2.5 hrs

Fig. 4. Test Matrix. Tests with both colours were
performed on both rigs.

2.2

Data Post-processing

Both rigs are run continuously for 2.5hrs for each specimen pair, thus generating more than 1.5 million of
hysteresis loops per test. Since it is unfeasible to record all those data because of storage limits, only during
the first 5 seconds of each test, all the loops were recorded. This was done because hysteresis loops strongly
vary at the beginning of the test and consequently a high recording rate is needed to accurately capture their
evolution [11]. After the first 5 seconds, loops were recorded with a lower rate until the 50th minute, after
which only 10 consecutive hysteresis loops were recorded every 5 minutes. This procedure is reasonably
chosen because, after a running-in, a steady state is reached [11].
For every hysteresis loop, the following parameters were extracted:




Friction Coefficient, calculated with the energy loss formula [3], 𝐸⁄2𝑁𝛥𝑥 , where E is the energy
dissipated within the hysteresis loop, N is the normal load and Δx is the displacement amplitude.
Tangential contact stiffness, calculated as the gradient of the stick portion of the loop from the
reversal up until the force is equal to zero, as shown in Fig. 1.
Energy Dissipated, evaluated as the area inside the loop, i.e. the integral of the friction force over
the relative displacement.

The extraction of the parameters was automatized with a code that read the single hysteresis loops and
extracted automatically both friction coefficient and contact stiffness. In addition, scans of the contact
interfaces before and after experiments were performed with the Alicona Infinite Focus (Focus Variation)
instrument. These scans were used to estimate the worn area of contact with the Mountains® software, by
selecting the black worn spots and evaluating their extension.
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Round-Robin results

In this paper, only preliminary results from the Round-Robin are presented and more will be reported in
future publications. Results for a typical test on the IC rig are shown in Fig. 5 (Test n. IC25: 87N normal
load, 14µm relative displacement and 5mm2 nominal area of contact). The evolution of the contact
parameters (i.e. friction coefficient and tangential contact stiffness) over the whole test is plotted as a
function of the cumulative energy dissipated. This energy is calculated as the sum of the energy dissipated
within each hysteresis loop. The friction coefficient (Fig. 5b) rapidly increase within the first cycles as a
result of the removal of initial oxide layers on the interfaces, as already observed in [11, 24]. The contact
stiffness increases at a slower rate than the friction coefficient, as a result of an increase in the worn area of
contact as pointed in previous studies [11]. The larger worn area in fact leads to more asperities and wear
scars in contact which contribute to increase the resistance to elastic deformation.
The same behaviour in the friction coefficient is also observed in PoliTO results, as shown in Fig. 6 (Test
n. TO14: 87N normal load, 14µm relative displacement and 5mm2 nominal area of contact). However, on
the contrary of what observed in the IC test, the contact stiffness seems to reach a steady state, which is
attributed to the approach of the full worn area (as shown in the full worn specimen photo, in contrast with
the IC specimen that has not a full worn contact). In fact, although the two tests were run for the same time,
only in PoliTO the full worn area was reached, probably because of the self-aligning system, which ensured
a full contact, and also because of the larger excitation frequency that led to more cycles in the 2.5hrs and
hence to more energy dissipated at the contact (the steady state is reached in PoliTO at around 1500J of
energy dissipated, while in IC the test stopped at 1100J). In addition, the PoliTO contact stiffness value is
almost 7 times larger than that of IC. This mismatch only occurs because such stiffnesses are not normalised
by the worn area of contact, which indeed is larger in PoliTO specimen, as better discussed in Section 4.

Fig. 5. Typical IC evolution of contact parameters: a) Hysteresis loops; b) Friction coefficient; c) Tangential
contact stiffness. Values for the Test n. IC25: 87N normal load, 14µm relative displacement, 5mm2 nominal
area of contact, 100Hz excitation frequency and 2.5hrs of running.

Fig. 6. Typical PoliTO evolution of contact parameters: a) Hysteresis loops; b) Friction coefficient; c)
Tangential contact stiffness. Values for the Test n. TO14: 87N normal load, 14µm relative displacement,
5mm2 nominal area of contact, 175Hz excitation frequency and 2.5hrs of running.
Finally, Table 3 shows an overview of contact interfaces and hysteresis loops for tests conducted on the IC
rig on specimens with a 5mm2 nominal area of contact. During stick tests, at 1μm, there was no energy
dissipation, and in fact the hysteresis loops were in a full stuck regime. At larger sliding, loops entered in
gross slip. In addition, at very low normal loads (17N), loops that were in gross slip, 14μm and 24.5μm,
presented a large amount of oscillations. These oscillations were due to a chattering phenomenon, which
occurred when the normal load was so low that specimens were prone to lift-off. In fact, as the normal load
increased, this effect disappeared.
The Table also shows the worn area of contact. In the stick tests, 1μm, there was no worn area at the end of
the test as a result of the null energy dissipation. At larger sliding distances, the worn area of contact was
larger, and it also increased with the normal load, since each loop dissipated more energy at larger normal
loads. The same trends were observed in the PoliTO rig, and therefore not shown here for the sake of brevity.
Table 3. Overview of contact interfaces and hysteresis loops for tests conducted on specimens with a 5mm2
nominal area of contact at IC. Columns are normal loads and rows are displacement amplitudes.
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Comparison of results

This section compares results obtained from the two friction rigs, discussing matches and differences. To
this purpose, Table 4 shows the end-test values for both IC and PoliTO for the 5mm2 nominal contact area
case.
With regards to the contact stiffness, experiments conducted at 1μm of relative displacement show similar
values at 17N (difference below the 10%), but at 87N the IC results are by almost 40% larger, probably
because of noise due to the very low measured displacement. This might also indicate that PoliTO
measurements are affected to a larger extend by the specimen bulk compliance. However, at 14μm of
relative displacement, contact stiffness values from the PoliTO rig are larger than those from the IC rig up
to 6 times. This occurs only because those values are not normalized by the worn area (which indeed in
PoliTO tests is much larger). In fact, after normalizing, contact stiffness values become more comparable,
reaching the same order of magnitude with differences below the 40%. This mismatch is reasonably
acceptable considering that the two friction rigs have quite different designs. In addition, this relatively close
match gives an idea on the amount of uncertainty that different experimental setup can introduce into tests
performed at the same loading conditions, although a more detailed study on the uncertainty within each rig
will be performed with future analyses. As a result of this contact stiffness comparison, it is concluded that
the tangential contact stiffness must be normalized by the worn area of contact to get comparable results,
rather than by the nominal area of contact, here the same at IC and PoliTO, as commonly done in the
structural dynamics community. However, the challenge is that the worn area is often unknown, because it
is not possible to monitor it during experiments, and consequently the system should be run until all of the
area wears in, so that a reliable normalization can be performed. Alternatively, the worn area of contact must
be determined after each test to establish the normalized stiffness value. Finally, the contact stiffness also
increases with the normal load, while it has not a clear trend with the sliding distance because of the final
different worn areas of contact achieved (e.g. at 1μm there is no worn area and the contact stiffness is small,
while at 25μm the worn area is larger and kt is also larger). Hence, the worn area might hide the influence
of the other parameters.
With regards to the friction coefficient, values measured with the PoliTO rig are larger than those from IC
by the 3%. It is to be noted that in other tests, here not shown, PoliTO values were larger than IC values up
to the 15%. This mismatch can be due to some inaccuracies in the normal load measurement or variations
in the normal load during the tests. The friction coefficient also seems to slightly decrease with the increasing
normal load.
Table 4. End-test values for the 5mm2 nominal area of contact. The worn areas of contact at the end of tests
performed at 14μm of displacement amplitude are also shown.

In conclusion, despite the two friction rigs show some fundamental design differences (i.e. self-alignment
vs rigid alignment, and one-leg contact vs two-leg contact), both measured values and trends are surprisingly
comparable, indicating that the overall parameters that are being extracted for use in nonlinear dynamic
analysis are most likely accurate enough. Some of the differences in the measurements were attributed to
the following differences in the design:
Contact approach, i.e. self-alignment vs rigid alignment:
The two contact approaches employed in the two rigs present different advantages and disadvantages in
terms of reliability and repeatability of the results. In the PoliTO rig, more variety of behaviour in the
different tests was observed (here not shown) because the rig employed the self-alignment system that
strongly depended on the interface morphology and also because larger nominal areas were used, leading to
different spots for the initial contact and to different distributions of the worn area of contact. This variety
allowed to gain insights into the kinematic dependency of the contact stiffness, since different worn areas
were obtained. On the contrary, the IC specimens were rigidly fixed, and this allowed for a better
repeatability of the experiments, with similar worn areas of contact achieved after each test. However,
because of this rigidity, the IC rig could not employ large areas of contact, because there would be a larger
risk of “edge contact” in case of slightly inclined interface, which could not self-align, on the contrary of
the PoliTO rig. In fact, as a result of the self-alignment, full worn areas were easily reached in the PoliTO
rig, while in the IC rig full worn area could be reached only for the smallest nominal area of contact of
1mm2. As a conclusion, the choice on whether using a rigid or self-aligning system depends on the purpose
of the test. If more repeatable tests are required, a rigid set up is preferable. However, if more complex and
large interfaces are to be tested, a self-aligning system is to be used.
Contact geometry, i.e. one-leg vs two-leg contact:
Two legs are required with a self-aligning system, to avoid tilting. In fact, with a single leg contact, the
specimen would tilt unless rigidly fixed. The two-leg design might lead to setup and measurement challenges
since the contact is prone to uneven load distribution on the two legs if not mounted accurately. In addition,
different results can be obtained depending on which leg is measured and which leg is moving more. The
IC setup is easier for mounting instead and leads to more repeatable results, although limitations exist on
the size and morphology of the tested interfaces.

5

Conclusions

A test campaign was performed on the high frequency friction rigs at Imperial College London and
Politecnico di Torino with the aim to increase the confidence in the measurement of contact interface
parameters used as input for nonlinear dynamic analysis of structures with friction joints. To this purpose,
a test plan was designed to cover a wide experimental space by testing the friction rigs to their limits and
measuring a multitude of hysteresis loops under a range of loading conditions. Specimens had comparable
sizes in nominal contact areas and were manufactured from the same batch of raw stainless steel to make
the comparison reliable.
Values of friction coefficient and tangential contact stiffness were extracted and compared. Although the
two friction rigs presented fundamental design differences, they provided similar values in the
measurements. In fact, the friction coefficient showed differences below the 15%, probably coming from
noise in the normal and tangential force measurements. The tangential contact stiffness showed
discrepancies up to the 50%, which are larger than those observed in the friction coefficient probably
because the contact stiffness also depends on displacement measurements, which add more noise in addition
to the force measurements. However, this variability is acceptable and these observations increase the
confidence in the measured parameters from these rigs, which indeed proved to be quite reliable tools to
provide input parameters for nonlinear dynamic simulations, although they can still be improved to further
decrease the experimental uncertainty. With regards to the contact parameters, it was shown that the
tangential contact stiffness slowly increases during the test because of an increase in the worn area of
contact. It is consequently necessary to normalise it by the worn area of contact, rather than by the nominal

area of contact as common practice today. The friction coefficient showed a milder dependency on the
loading conditions instead.
These preliminary measurements will be extended once the processing of the very large data set is
completed. In fact, more results will be available in future, hopefully providing many more insights for the
structural dynamics community and more guidelines on the best use of existing high frequency friction rigs.
The authors would also very much like to encourage other research groups to participate in this comparison,
so that it can become a comprehensive Round-Robin that will add even more value to the community.
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